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A lifeline

P. 2-3 : The HTV maneuvered by the ISS robotic
arm. The HTV became the first unmanned
cargo transfer space vehicle to use the
“capturing and berthing method.”

into space
Unmanned Supply Spacecraft HTV Transporting
Essential Cargo to Astronauts Waiting
400km above the Ground

A

©JAXA

B
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A : The HTV4, assembled by a team of specialists at Tanegashima Space
Center, was sent on a supply mission in 2013. It transported a superhigh-sensitivity 4K camera, a power system-switching device, food,
480 liters of drinking water, and other supplies.
B : Unlike the unmanned HTV, the ISS is a huge, manned space platform
some 400km from earth. Scientific and technical research is conducted
at the orbital outpost.

Movie viewable on “MHI Graph” page of MHI’s website.
©JAXA/NASA

Japan’s golden, shiny resupply vehicle began with
the International Space Station (ISS) project.
In 1984, the United States proposed a project to build, in concert

feasibility when the project began in 1995, a superb track record

those critical needs, Japan independently developed the H II

has since proven its capabilities. What is more, the HTV is the

Transfer Vehicle (HTV), an unmanned supply spacecraft

only cargo transfer spacecraft capable of delivering large sized

nicknamed “KOUNOTORI.”

experiment equipment and supplies now that the U.S. National

Carried aloft on the H IIB launch vehicle, the HTV transports

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has retired the

with international partners, a “space base where people can live”

International Space Station (ISS), designed to enable experi

food, clothing, and a variety of experimental equipment to the

for long periods of time. This ambitious proposal

ments in space and scientific observations of our planet and

orbiting complex. Waste items, including unnecessary equipment

The HTV is definitely a lifeline to the ISS. The ISS crew

of furthering scientific and technical knowledge and helping

other celestial bodies. Construction of the ISS in orbit got under

and used clothing, are loaded onto the HTV, where they burn up

eagerly awaits the approach of the visiting craft, reflecting

improve life on earth

way in 1998 and was completed in July 2011.

along with the spacecraft upon reentry into the atmosphere.

golden light in space. It is a steadfast ally for those who live
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with the aim

heralded the outward trek in human

space exploration on a grand scale.
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An alliance of 15 countries has been cooperating on the

ISS. Equally vital is the disposal of waste materials. To meet

A steady supply of goods is crucial to a prolonged stay in the

Although the U.S. and other countries questioned the HTV’s

Space Shuttle fleet.

and work far away from home.
2014 No.174
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A

Culmination
of Space
Technology

The unpressurized logistics carrier
houses external supplies, such as
machinery. Large equipment is fed
through the 2.7m x 2.5m opening.

B

Modules constituting HTV
Unpressurized logistics carrier:

Propulsion module:

Contains supplies used
outside the ISS,
including service parts
to maintain the space
station’s functionality

Propulsion systems to change
the HTV’s orbit and control
the attitude

Avionics module:
Houses all essential navigational
and electrical equipment

Pressurized logistics carrier:
Houses internal hardware and supplies, such as experiment
devices and daily supplies for the astronauts
©JAXA

C

All the technologies developed for launch vehicles,
space stations, and satellites are refined in the HTV.
The HTV represents the fruit of space technology developed by MHI and other manufacturers under the direction of
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). It brings together knowledge of manufacturing and systems gained
in the production of launch vehicles, space stations, and satellites. As the HTV prime manufacturer,
MHI coordinated with more than 300 companies. MHI completed the massive, complicated vehicle within
the weight that can be carried into space safely by an H IIB launch vehicle.
At 4.4m in diameter, 9.2m in length, and 16.5t in weight, the HTV comprises roughly 1.2 million parts.
The structural design emphasizes strength and lightness, so the HTV can withstand vibration during launch and acceleration

A : The propulsion module’s constricted shape
prevents collision between the module
and payload fairing of the rocket during
fairing separation.
B : The propulsion module features propellant
tanks, main thrusters for orbit change,
and thrusters for attitude control. Unlike
satellites, a higher fault-tolerance design
was applied to the propulsion system to
ensure a successful mission. This includes
a redundant Two Fail Safe specification
to prevent personnel injury and collision
with the ISS in the event of system failures.
C : Based on technology perfected in the
Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) —
a science module for the ISS dubbed
“Kibo” — the pressurized logistics carrier
is intended to accommodate manned
services. Pressurized cargo is used inside
the ISS. Astronauts move in and out of
the hatch (pictured at lower right) when
the HTV is berthed.

as high as 3.2G while allowing bigger loads to be delivered. The HTV is equipped with a pressurized logistics carrier
that holds daily supplies and experiment materials, an unpressurized logistics carrier for large hardware and supplies
to be used outside the ISS, an avionics module, and a propulsion module. The modules are manufactured at
separate factories and assembled at the JAXA Tanegashima Space Center into an enormous sized space vehicle.
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The H- B launch vehicle, manufactured by MHI who also
handled launch services beginning with the H- B F4 mission,
prepares to launch the HTV as the ISS orbit passes above
Tanegashima. The H- B’s succession of on-time liftoffs, key
to a space rendezvous without delays, ensures the reliable
operation of the HTV.

Towards
a New Global Standard
for Berthing with
the ISS

©JAXA

HTV innovations push Japanese space technology to the forefront.
The engines roar, and the H IIB launch vehicle ascends with enormous thrust. Fifteen minutes after liftoff,

©JAXA

©JAXA

the HTV separates from the launch vehicle en route to the ISS. It arrives a week later. Once mated and unloaded,
the space freighter accepts the orbiting station’s refuse. It then undocks and separates from the ISS.
The mission ends abruptly

and successfully

in incineration when the spacecraft and its contents reenter earth’s atmosphere.

The proposed mating method for the HTV took NASA by surprise at the outset. Called “capturing and berthing,” the new concept
was totally different from the “docking method” employed by space shuttles. It involved a robotic arm capturing
and maneuvering the vehicle into position for berthing. Nevertheless, this Japanese initiative excited U.S. and Canadian engineers
in charge of the robotic arm. Many years of cross border collaboration and careful coordination led to capturing and berthing
becoming the preferred technique. The United States, a nation steeped in space exploration history,
has adopted the method for the Dragon and Cygnus unmanned resupply spacecraft.
Four HTVs (HTV1 through HTV4) have embarked on missions since 2009. Each completed its tasks as scheduled.
Under the JAXA contract, MHI plans to launch three additional HTVs up to vehicle No. 7.
As a leader in revolutionizing space technology in Japan, MHI manages all stages, from manufacturing to launching the HTV to supporting
flight operation. HTV technology will enhance Japan’s standing in the space business and open the doors to manned space flight.
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From the HTV control center at the JAXA Tsukuba Space Center, MHI operators monitor
and analyze the status of HTV systems. MHI also provides technical support for the flight
operation carried out by JAXA.

The KOUNOTORI reenters the atmosphere to be incinerated with the wastes onboard
(Conceptual image).
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A

Team Japan’s Unique Approach
in Space Exploration

A : Astronauts stationed on the ISS look forward to the arrival of the approaching
HTV4 visible from the Cupola observation module.
B : Japanese astronaut Hoshide prepares the aquatic habitat equipment
transported to the ISS by the HTV. Researchers and equipment developers
back on earth eagerly await findings.
C : Expectations for the near future include development of an HTV-based recovery
craft for transporting ISS lab and experiment results and devices back to earth
(Conceptual image).

HTV project team interview

Collaboration between Government and Private Sectors Achieves
Outstanding System Performance.

B

©JAXA/NASA

C

©JAXA

©JAXA/NASA

Four HTVs have been launched. How do you divide the
roles as the manufacturer?

only transporter that can ferry large hardware.

direction of the mission. We are currently discussing adding functions

space link-ups since its inaugural earth-to-orbit deliv-

Tanaka: “A Russian Soyuz spacecraft reaches the ISS after four

to bring things back to earth, transporting a device from one spot to

ery in September 2009. Much credit goes to JAXA.

Maeda: “Every HTV differs in its structure, cargo loads, and specifi

orbits (about 6 hours from the launch), but the ISS must also change

the other in space, and engineering a manned HTV.”

The agency encourages broad participation among

cations. The manufacturing staff knows best how to make the HTV

orbit to meet at the scheduled spot and time. While the HTV may

Japanese manufacturers in working toward a vibrant

achieve the design objectives. The manufacturers are ready with

take some time to reach the ISS, it can set up a launch and arrival time

aerospace industry. We interviewed representatives

advice and technical support in the event of any number of possible

without putting a strain on the ISS side. The rendezvous capture

What do you expect manufacturers to do with respect to
technology and activities in order to maintain global trust?

of JAXA and MHI about the future of the HTV project,

incidents occurring during flight.”

method

a highly safe way of approaching the ISS, has been adopted

Tanaka: “In the current economic situation, we should continue

the ISS benefits to humanity, and the prospects for

Masuda: “Our support team strives to communicate accurate information

for U.S. supply spacecraft and has been accepted as the international

developing technology properly. We should continue to refine it.

Japanese space technology.

if we notice a sign of trouble. Cooperation and trust prevent problems

standard. We are extremely proud that the HTV played a leading role

For this goal, we would ask the manufacturers to build a sound

before they happen.”

in this. The HTV4 in particular transported significant replacement

and stable industrial infrastructure.”

The HTV program has racked up four consecutive

parts for the ISS. The event made us realize the fact that the HTV’s

Masuda: “The technology MHI has developed for the HTV is already

In what way did you collaborate with other manufacturing
companies?

reliability is highly appreciated by NASA.”

adapted to marine vessels and other products. I believe spreading

Tanaka: “Various systems and technologies are integrated into the HTV. A
single company cannot handle all the requirements. A development system

Since the HTV started transporting materials to the ISS,
how has space development progressed?

that allows the companies to leverage their respective specialties was

Maeda: “The HTV is launched on schedule and reaches the target

How does the HTV differ from other satellites in terms of
launching and controlling?

implemented. MHI largely contributed to these efforts. Teams were arranged

on schedule, which makes planning activities on the ISS much easier.

by such areas as the propulsion system or thermal design across companies.

The astronauts can spend more time on experiments.”

Maeda (JAXA): “The HTV, which is approximately the size of a large

This arrangement resulted in highly productive discussions.”

Tanaka: “You could say that the ISS is now at the stage to be actually

bus, approaches the ISS and stops just 10m beneath the space station

Masuda: “To satisfy all of NASA’s requirements, MHI held repeated

“used” as research facilities in orbit. For example, since there is

without colliding with it. The way safety is ensured at this stage is

meetings among the companies. We accepted what was best for the project,

no gravity in space, you can create a beautiful protein crystal. This

fundamentally different from other satellites. Construction is also more

even if we encountered difficulty completing our task. We are grateful that

may be applied to developing a new medicine by analyzing it in detail

complicated, the number of parts greater, and the telemetry communica

excellent teamwork produced such an excellent spacecraft.”

with X ray beams back on earth. This type of research has already

tions that monitor the status of the HTV are more complex than satellites.”

Maeda: “The success of the HTV can be attributed to the fact that the

started. In addition, data on what happens to the human body in

Masuda (MHI): “The HTV consists of about 1.2 million parts, compared

experts in Team Japan challenged each other to devise the right solutions.”

space is being gathered continuously.”

Japanese technology gains global credibility.
The frontier is wide open for leadership
in space transportation systems.

What is the future direction of HTV development?

Japanese manufacturing specialists support
the judgment of the flight director
commander in charge who coordinates
control personnel during HTV flight operations.

the results to other products strengthens basic technological capabili

is uniquely complicated. Everyone involved

the astronauts, the ISS

operation control team in Houston, the HTV flight control team in
Tsukuba, and the JEM operation control team in Tsukuba
cates across the network, simultaneously connected.”
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communi

The HTV is an indispensable part of ISS operations as the

to the next new space vehicle.”

ogy. Presently, it has systems basically identical to a manned system.

Director
Space Vehicle Technology
Center
Human Spaceflight Mission
Directorate
Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency
(JAXA)

HTV Flight Director
Space Vehicle Technology
Center
Human Spaceflight Mission
Directorate
Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency
(JAXA)

Future space vehicles based on the HTV can be applied to various

Tetsuo Tanaka

Maki Maeda

with one million parts for the H IIB launch vehicle.”
Tanaka (JAXA): “The process by which the HTV approaches the ISS

ties. Incorporating HTV technology into MHI’s products can lead

Tanaka: “The HTV is filled with every kind of fundamental technol

space missions. The future of HTV development depends on the

Deputy Director
Space & Integrated Defense
Systems Engineering
Department
Guidance & Propulsion
Division
Integrated Defence &
Space Systems
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
(MHI)

Kazumi Masuda
2014 No.174
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MHI
IN
THE
WORLD
From Finland
DIRECT

Finnish Electric Warehouse and
Counterbalanced Forklift Truck Manufacturer:

Driving the Market with
Targeted Solutions
Rocla Supports MHI Group’s European Materials Handling
Equipment Business

The long-running and globally disruptive European debt crisis is finally showing signs of bottoming out. In the advanced nations of Europe, electric warehouse trucks are predicted to lead the
materials handling equipment market, a market sensitive to business trends. The impact of the
current recession on Scandinavian corporations has so far been less severe compared to some
other European countries, and the hopes for these companies are particularly high. One such
company, Rocla Oy of Finland, under MCFE ownership, is supporting European logistics
through its active, proposal-based solutions.

European Materials Handling
Equipment Market
Shifts to Electric Warehouse Trucks
Founded in 1942 in Jarvenpaa, Finland,
Rocla, an electric warehouse truck manufacturer, ranks among the top European industry
leaders. The company has worked with MHI
since 1987, accepting OEM contracts for
electric warehouse trucks, and the relationship has been a consistently good one.
In recent years, logistics systems in the
advanced nations of Europe have become
increasingly sophisticated, and there is a
marked shift from engine-powered forklift
trucks geared for large containers to highly
maneuverable electric warehouse trucks.

10
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While MHI specializes in engine-powered
counterbalanced forklift trucks, Rocla’s
expertise is with electric warehouse trucks,
and there is strong synergy in the partnership
between the two companies, augmented by
the fact that they do business in very different regions. In 2008, MHI initiated a
takeover bid of Rocla through MCFE
(Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift Europe B.V.)
to further strengthen the relationship.

Prioritizing Customer Satisfaction
in Product Development and
Sophisticated Design
Rocla co-creates its products in cooperation
with its customers. The company focuses on

Automation of European distribution warehouses
continues to target customized and comprehensive solutions that reduce the burden on workers.

thoroughly understanding the way the product
is used and reflecting this knowledge in the
development of new products. While the
company naturally includes customer views at
the operational level, it also reviews the actual
logistics applications from a professional
perspective. This plays an important role in
Rocla’s peerless innovation.
One reason that Rocla’s electric warehouse
trucks are renowned within the European
market is the company’s sophisticated design
sense: The company stands alone in the materials handling industry as the recipient of three
“red dot design awards,” a globally recognized
honor. Requirements for electric warehouse
trucks in Europe are specific. For example, the
ceilings of warehouses in Europe are generally
10m or higher, and there is strong demand for
ergonomic designs that reduce worker fatigue
as much as possible. Rocla’s design philosophy, honed in Europe, doesn’t stop at the
pursuit of aesthetics; usability is also
paramount, and as a result, its products are
rated highly by customers. In addition, Rocla
practices concurrent engineering from the very
beginning of new product design working in
close cooperation with its production, purchas-

ing, sales and marketing divisions, and has
managed to greatly reduce the time spent on
development.
At present, commoditization in the European
materials handling equipment market is
advancing, particularly in Germany and
France. Many logistics companies are focusing
on the automation of their operational bases in
an effort to cut costs, and there is a growing
tendency to depend on leased equipment. As an
electric warehouse and counterbalanced
forklift truck manufacturer and in order to
respond to these market changes, Rocla’s
alternatives include boosting price competitiveness, accelerated product development and
greater flexibility, and expansion into lines of
business that add value for customers, such as
the component, service and rental businesses.
Under these circumstances, Rocla is focusing
on business expansion through its unique
targeted solutions.

Providing a Full Lineup
of Comprehensive Solutions
Rocla’s proposal-based solutions stem from
an accurate understanding of the business and

marketing conditions of its customer companies. With its full lineup of electric warehouse
and counterbalanced forklift trucks, Rocla is
able to comprehensively provide combinations
of products tailored to each customer’s needs.
These include consulting, fleet management
and remote monitoring, as well as maintenance
and other support and backup functions.
Rocla’s goal is to provide packages of these
services tailored to each customer’s financial
situation, and in fact the demand for these
comprehensive solutions is growing. One good
example is the tie-up recently finalized with the
Itella Group on its fleet of more than 2,000
warehouse and counterbalanced forklift trucks.
Itella will switch from an ownership-based
forklift truck procurement model to leasing,
with Rocla supplying and centrally maintaining
Itella’s entire fleet in Finland as well as all
other countries where Itella operates.
As Rocla works to become even more active
in the European materials handling equipment
market, its system of cooperation with partner
companies will remain indispensible. Rocla
and other MHI group companies are actively
engaged in mutual exchange of technologies
and are working to develop new products based
on a fusion of technologies and products. In
2012, Rocla took over from MCFE the production of electric counterbalanced forklift trucks,
which now also includes the development, and
new electric counterbalanced forklifts and
reach trucks are about to be launched.
Rocla also works with Kone, Metso and other
leading Finnish companies and, with support
from Tekes (Finnish Funding Agency for
Technology and Innovation), it is building an
effective network for the production of various
solutions both at home and abroad.
Expectations just keep rising for the targeted
solutions that the integrated company MCFERocla promotes to drive the materials handling
equipment market.

Pekka Soini
Director General
Tekes (Finnish Funding Agency for
Technology and Innovation)

Leading Finland’s Industrial and
Service Sectors in Anticipating
of Outstanding Technological
Developments
Tekes is the main public organization that provides
funding, networking and expertise for technological
innovation and R&D conducted by Finland’s domestic companies, universities, research organizations,
and government agencies. With an annual budget
allocated by Finland’s Ministry of Employment and
the Economy totaling around 550 million euros, we
actively

support

research

and

development,

especially cutting-edge projects, and also fund
projects undertaken by foreign-owned companies
registered in Finland based on similar criteria and
conditions.
Tekes funds R&D projects of about 1,200 companies on average each year, and provided funding to
some 1,620 projects in 2012. These include research
and development projects carried out by Rocla.
Tekes has been continuously funding Rocla’s
projects for almost 30 years and has maintained
good business relations with the company.
Rocla’s projects funded by Tekes have involved
automation of electric warehouse trucks, guidance
systems, ergonomic designs, mechanics, energy
efficiency and product development methods, as well
as comprehensive systems. These are all very
important

components

of

material

handling

equipment and related services. We ensure a high
return on investment by continuously monitoring the
results of funded projects. Among these are many of
Rocla’s innovative projects that have proven to be
successful and that have led to the development of
new technologies and novel products along with the
growth of promising business activities.
In the future, we expect Rocla to remain an active
and influential company in Finland’s innovative
environment. We also look forward to seeing Rocla’s
key business partner, MCFE, demonstrate its
confidence in the company’s capabilities and
prospects by according it more responsibilities with
respect to product development and business
activities. Looking ahead, we will continue providing
support to Rocla’s highly promising R&D projects
with the desire to strengthen the competitiveness of
Finland’s industry as a whole.

Rapid low level order picker (PS20), one of the red dot
winners, is equipped with an ergonomically designed
steering wheel that resembles a game controller, making
it easier to operate
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Naoya Yamasaki

Achieving victory through technology

Lithium-ion rechargeable batteries play important roles as power sources for Eco Cars and smart grid※ storage systems,
supplementing electricity generated from renewable energy sources. In June 2013, MLiX rechargeable lithium-ion
batteries provided by MHI marked an extraordinary feat: A racing car powered by these batteries finished in first place in
the Electric Division of the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb (PPIHC), the world’s most demanding hill-climb race, held
in the U.S. state of Colorado. We spoke with Project Manager Naoya Yamasaki, a central figure in this accomplishment.

Conquering heat buildup, weight reduction
and other major challenges
The MLiX P140 series is composed of mass-produced

With even greater trust and brand
strength,MLiX heads to the next stage
At the end of a year-long struggle, the day of the
2013 race finally arrived. Just before the Electric
Division was slated to begin racing, the clear sky
abruptly changed with dark clouds converging over
the mountain and rain beginning to fall. As every
team struggled to select appropriate tires, Tajima
chose slick tires into which his engineers had
hand-cut grooves. The difficult road conditions sent
driver after driver off the course, but Tajima finished
the race in style, even beating his earlier 2011
record. After the race, the Electric Division winner
heaped praise on MLiX, saying, “The awe-inspiring
power of MHI’s lithium-ion batteries and the MHI
project members’ tenacious efforts made a huge
contribution to this win.”
Any battery capable of powering the winning car
in a demanding race such as this must really be
something, and as word of the victory spread,
Yamasaki was flooded with domestic and foreign
inquiries about MLiX. They had surpassed all other
battery manufacturers to win at PPIHC. The result of
this bold challenge has been the creation of a
product brand of solid strength. “During the project,
we had crisis after crisis. However, I think we
achieved the results we did because we believed in
our technical capabilities and in the strength of the
product. We pushed our way through.” Even as he
reminisces, Yamasaki keeps his eyes firmly fixed on
future developments.
As environmental projects become more prevalent
in Japan and abroad, the situation that surrounds
MLiX is evolving. MHI has positioned energy and
environment-related business as one of its focal areas
for the 21st century. With added impetus from the
success of the Pikes Peak Project, the fields of activity
for MHI’s rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are
bound to expand.

*A

next-generation power grid that optimizes the flow of
electricity by controlling both supply and demand sides.
Renewable energy, whose supply is unstable, is stored in storage
batteries, contributing to peak shifts in electricity demands.
MHI is also participating
in a joint electric bus
development project in
Manitoba, Canada.
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The PPIHC is a grueling hill-climb race to the
4,301m summit, covering a course elevation
difference of about 1,500m. The race environment is
severe with rapidly changing weather conditions, and
as the race progresses, the thinner air at higher
altitudes takes its toll on combustion engines of
gasoline-powered cars.
On June 30, 2013, an astonishing new race record
of 9 minutes and 46.53 seconds (9:46.53) was set in
the Electric Division. This record-setting time by an
MLiX-powered racing car was even faster than the
2011 overall winner running a gasoline-powered
racing car.
At the moment of victory, MHI’s Pikes Peak Project
Manager Yamasaki was flooded with indescribable
emotions as the faces of everyone who had
supported him came to mind. He says he couldn’t
wait to get the news to the project members and
supporters in faraway Japan, a distance his cell
phone couldn’t bridge.
Yamasaki first became involved with this race in
February 2012, when he met Nobuhiro Tajima,
Chairman and CEO of Tajima Motor Corporation.
Nicknamed “Monster,” Tajima is a world-famous
rally racer with a past record of six consecutive
overall wins in the PPIHC Unlimited Division. In love
with the MLiX’s capabilities, Tajima was determined
to race in an electric vehicle (EV) instead of a
gasoline-powered car. Yamasaki, who has worked
exclusively on rechargeable lithium-ion batteries since
joining the company, became Tajima’s contact at
MHI.
When they first met, the race was a mere four
months away. MHI had never equipped a racing car
with a battery before, and the development, testing
and successful mounting in such a short time frame
was a real challenge. However, the PPIHC was a very
visible stage, and the perfect opportunity to raise the
name value of MHI batteries.

batteries for industrial vehicles and large storage
systems. Yamasaki’s project team made further
improvements to the P140 to adapt it for the race up the
steep slopes of Pikes Peak, doubling its output
performance over that of competing products.
The 156 curves over the course of the hill-climb race
call for abrupt accelerations and decelerations, and
make the batteries susceptible to heat buildup. Other
teams coped with this by adding gaps or fans, which
greatly affected the cars’ aerodynamics. In contrast, the
P140 has very little internal resistance and does not
readily retain heat. The team managed to completely
enclose the battery, doing away with many of the car
design limitations. Of course, racing up the hill exposes
the cars to harsh conditions, including rain, snow, hail
and dust. Under these circumstances, the advantages of
a completely enclosed battery were incalculable, and the
other teams and the media were astonished.
According to Yamasaki, the rapid string of
accomplishments was possible only because of the
team’s many years of accumulated skill. “Afterwards,
someone involved with the race told us that many
competing teams and media representatives had said,
‘They’ll never manage it on that schedule!’ However, the
Tajima Corporation engineers and our project members
and related personnel came together to tackle the
challenge, and so we managed to finish in time for the
race.”
Unfortunately, a non-battery-related issue with the
drive system forced Tajima to retire from his first
attempt. The project members, however, kept insisting
that they wanted to try again the following year.
Likewise, MHI considered its batteries unrivaled and was
disappointed at having missed the chance to prove it,
and as a result, the company was strongly committed to
participating again in 2013. The company also expanded
its car development scope by working on simulations
over the course of the entire race.
“When racing an EV to the goal at top speed, weight
reduction is critical to improving cornering and other
performance factors. The Tajima Corporation engineers
and MHI project members thoroughly reviewed
everything, down to individual bolts, and managed to
reduce the weight of the entire car by nearly 200 kg. We
ran repeated simulations of the battery capacity that the
car would need to get to the goal within the target time,
and set the minimum numer of batteries to allow an

approximately 1,000-horsepower EV to run at top
speed. This was made possible by the fact that these
high-performance batteries can be used until nearly
drained.”
As different technical problems cropped up,
technicians at the MHI R&D centers all around the
country were mustered to field them. Each time, every
problem was resolved in just a few days, something that
Yamasaki says made him better appreciate MHI's vast
potential.
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Tackling a brutal hill-climb race
to the 4,301m peak

MHI engineers’ involvement was focused on mounting the
battery. With its high output and capacity for being
completely enclosed, the P140 realized a convincing victory.
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MLiX Rechargeable
Lithium-ion Batteries
Power the Winner
at World-Famous Hill Climb!

